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FOREWORD

This 4>oklet represents < summary staterner>t r>f the first Tex<>s Ak.'ll l 'ni-
versity Sea Grant !Vorkshol>. ""vf<u'h>e Rcsourc< s: Thc. Industrial View," The
meeting marked th» beginning nf a seric. of w'orking sessior>s designed to fin<1
m>t the views of various»ser gro<>ps <onccrned wiih rn<>rin< resource develop-
nlcnt in Texas. Similar vvorkshops have beer! hel<l i> ith educators. recreation
and tourism dcvclol>ers, artd attorneys. Otl>er. a>e pl«<u>ed for port develop-
ment. coastal lan<i usc. banking and corr>merce. and fisheries,

The statement issu<'d here is one of cor>scnsus. It ref le<ts the concern of each
participant f<>r a well-mar<aged coastal zone for th< state, lt shot>ld not b<
assun>c3 that all the i<leas were ur<animously voi<'ed by all particip;>nts <>r that
each individual subscribes to <vrry detail. Kcy ideas and recon>rne>u4tions
are giv< n in bold-fac'ed type at appropri;>te places in lhc manuscript.

The Sea  irant Progr«m of Texas AAr'.vI t'niversity is jointly sponsored by th<
National Scien<:e Foundation Sea Grant Program;>nrl the universitv and is
directed toward prac ical dcvclopn>cnt of n>arine resources.

It is the intention of thc Sca Grant P>'ograr» th,<t this statement may stimulate
the growth of marine resources in the stat .  ;omm< nts and discussion on thc
material presented here are welcome. 1'!e <s< >ddrcss remarks to the S<a  Trant
Prograrr> Offi<:e�Texas A< <M I<niversity. College Statior>. Texas,

JOHN C. CALHOUN, JR.
Director, Sea Grant Program
Texas A8hh University

April 1970



IN TRODUC TION

The Sea Grant Program of Texas ARM University
serves the Texas Gulf coastal region by focusing
academic strength upon problems and educational
activities related to the understanding and use of the
sea. "Marine Resources: The Industrial View" rep-
resents the first in a series of working sessions,
sponsored by the Program, to serve as communica-
tions mechanism among the industrial, educational,
and governmental communities. Their purpose is to
achieve a better understanding of the needs of the
Texas Gulf coast region and the manner in which
the Sea Grant Program can serve those needs.

Other workshops have been scheduled as companion.
sessions to the first workshop, which was directed
toward Texas coastal zone marine related industries.
I,ater meetings will be concerned with coastal land
management, recreation and tourism, university and
junior college educational programs, law, fisheries,
and seafood technology.

Held at the Royal Coach Inn in Houston November
13-14, 1969, the industrial workshop was attended
by 31 selected representatives from the Texas coastal
industry community, 11 representatives from State
and Federal agencies, and 9 from the Texas AklVI
University staff. Mr. Robert Abel, Director of the
Sea Grant Program, National Science Foundation,
was present throughout the entire meeting,

The discussions and conclusions of the 51 workshop
participants have applicability in four immediate
uses of the information obtained.

 l! The discussions serve as a reference point for the
future planning and direction of the Sea Grant Pro-
gram, both at the national level through the National
Science Foundation, and at the regional level through
the Texas A&M University;

�! The opinions of the participants offer sound ad-
vice for the Office of the Governor and State ageucy
representatives charged with the responsibility of
determining priorities in State marine resources
development;

�! The information gleaned from the workshop
serves as a contribution to public bodies such as the
State's Committee on Oceanography, an interim study
committee of the Texas House of Representatives di-
rected toward determining the educational needs of
the state in oceauographic programs, and the Joint
Interim Comtnittee to Study Texas Beaches.

�! The discussions alert industry to a national and
regional program on which industry can draw for
basic information and in whtch industry can
participate.

The overall purpose of the industrial workshop was
essentially one of information gathering and of
identifying needed actions. Participants were asked
to formulate consensus opinions relating to the future
goals of marine resource development from an in-
dustrial point of view and to the methods by which
these goals could best be obtained.

To prepare for the two-day session, workshop par-
ticipants were provided with a packet of background
information including material on the National
Science Foundation Sea Grant Program, the Inter-
agency Natural Resources Coun.cil of Texas, selected
recommendations from the panel reports of the
l'resident's Commission on Marine Science, Engi-
neering, and Resources, and the President's Panel on
Oil Spills, and other readings in marine resource
development.

The participants also received a list of proposed
questions for consideration at the meeting. Four
broad. categories of questions were presented to the
workshop attendees:

  I ! Where is industry going in marine resource
developtnent?

�! What are the current needs of industry that can
be served by the Sea Grant Program?

�! How can advice and support to the Sea Grant
Program from industry best be achieved?

�! What actions by the State of Texas would he
most helpful to industry or the development of ma.
rine resources?

Four keynote speakers presented background infor-
mation to stimulate the discussion of the participants:
John C. Calhoun, Jr., Vice President for Programs,
Texas A&M University, and Director of the Sea
Grant Program; Robert B. Abel, Director of the
National Science Foundation Office of Sea Grant
Programs; William H. Stoll, Division of Planning
and Coordination, Office of the Governor, State of
Texas; and James R. Bradley, Director, Industrial
Economics Research Division, Texas A%M.

Dr. Calhoun challenged the group to "move beyond
generalities about the riches of the sea and wealth
of the oceans" and to come up with specific state-
ments regarding priority areas of development in
Texas Gulf coastal resources.

"It is time to develop specific goals for marine devel-
opment and it is fundamental that industrial groups
should be consulted before goals are determined,"
he said.

In describing Texas A8rM's various programs related
to the marine environment, Dr, Calhoun pointed out
that the Sea Grant Program is funded by the Nation-



al Science Foundation at the rate of si750.000 for the
<urrent academic year and is matched by $350.000
or more irr university contributions, The program
involves n!ore thar! 70 professional staff members of
the university from 14 departments. In additioD.
67 graclu<rte studcrrts rrr'e partially supported by Sea
Grant ac:tivities.

Describing the Sea Grant Program as "one of the
broadest mandates ever to rome out of the Federal
government," Mr. Abel explained the concepts be-
hirrd the Pell-Rogers Act of 1966 which created the
Na ti on a 1 Sea Grant Pro gr am.

'The Sea Grant idea is aimed at public-private part-
nerships. Under the act, the govermnent puts up
some of the money  two-thirds! to reduce industrial
risk. The prograrrl encourages partnership arrange-
ments between private industry � which needs a
source of risk capital and universities � where
t;rl<!rrt is available to conduct research and investi-
gate potential sources of economic gain," Mr, Abel
remarked.

He pointed out that during the recent period of
re-evaluating national o<!eanographic goals. the Sea
Grant Program vvas the only ocean study program
formed by Congress. It is aimed toward applied
research, encouraging development of marine pro-
grams in law, econonrics. biomedicine, administra-
tion. and. other social sciences. He warned that the
supply of ph> sical oceanographers is catching up
with the demand and pointed out the need for pro-
gram managers. engineers, and technicians trained
to deal with ocean environment.

The newly-created Interagency Natural Resources
Council of Texas was explained by IVIr. Stoll. He
explained that the State needed to get industry's
views and recommendations and use them for the
basis of legislative action in coastal zone and ocean
resource management.

He pointed out that Texas state gover'nrnent is or-
ganizing itself in order to attack the problems of
marirre resources and coastal zone management,
The 60th Legislature did several things to expedite
marine programs:  a! declared a four-year mora-
torium on sales and leases of tidal lar!ds and beaches;
 b! established a joint House and Senate beach study
conunittee;  c! set up an Interim House committee
for the study of an Institute of Oceanography;
and  d! approved a comprehensive coastal planning
studv.

"The Governor's office is organizing in order to
create a focus for the State's marine activities," Mr.
Stall said. "The Interagency Natural Resources
 .ouncil. made up of ten state agencies, has been
dc signated by the Governor as the coordinating
group for State-I'eder<rl activity relating to estuarine
protection."

The Council has recognized the desirability of mesh-
ing together the long-range planning efforts and field
operations of the various agencies and has established
a coastal planning program to guide the development

of marine resources, This effort wi]1 be undertaken
by the Council and coordinated by the Governor' s
Office. The Council will provide continuous guid-
an<.'e to the coastal l>rogram and plans have been
made to appoint a  !overnor's Advisory Committee
made uI! of laymen who will assist in f'ormulating
policy anclsctting priorities.

"%%hat is needed now is clirection from industry and
other users of the coastal zone," Mr. Stoll said.
"WVe need to take your recommendations and take
appropriate l,cgislative action based on them,"

'.vtr. Br rdley explained the organization and working
methods of th<'. Industrial Econorrrics Research Divi-
sion of Texas A<t<;M University and briefly reviewed
the Divisions efforts in coinpiling "Marine Re-
sources Activiti<s in Texas." a compreherrsive in-
v<'ntory of the state's involvenrent in marine affairs.
'There is;> considerable level of economic activity
in Texas ir! the nrarirre envir<rrrnrent." he said "and
our ambition in preparing this report was to identify
tire major corrtributors to this sector."

"One of !h< clis<rppointments of the study was our
inability to obl<rin spe< ific figures from the various
state agcrrcies for funds directed to marine related
a<6vitles. As I understand it, however. this short-
coming can be overcome in the near futur'e. thanks
to the effort; of the Interagency Natural Resources
 .ouncil."

Through the Texas A<I<&I University Sea Grant Pro-
granr, the Industrial Economics Research Division
has begun work on a follow-on study which will
delineate the nature and significance of economic
factors comprisirrg the rrrarine resources sector of
Texas, Fmphasis mill be placed on the future
growth and development of these activities.

After hearing background statements the workshop
participants met in three panels to exchange views
and consider the questions posed, Each panel de-
veloped its own theme under the guidance of a
r bairn! an,

After two half days of intensive group discussion,
the participants met. again in a general session to
revievv corrsensus statements which had been formu-
lated by the sessiorr chairmen and recorders. The
statements which came out of the sessions indicated
enthusiastic interest irr the total sl!ectrum of coastal
zone activities � fron! re<.reation to fresh water
conversion techniques, from supertankers to county
par'k development. The resume which follows re-
flects the participants dedication to the concept of
a well-managed coastal zone and to the idea that the
State of Texas has much to offer its citizens and the
nation in marine resources. Because the statement
is one of consensus. it should not be assumed that
the ideas were accepted unanimously by all partici-
pants. or that each individual participant subscribes
to every detail. The entire written statement was
provided to each participant before it was printed in
final form to make certain there vvere no major
objections.



D I SCUSSI QN AND CONSENSUS

WHERE IS INDUSTRY GOING IN AAARINE
RESOURCE DEVELOPPAENE?

The decision to participate in ocean development is
not a difficult one for industry to make. The hard
part is to decide what areas to go into and in what
order. Industry must base its decision to enter into
or to expand its programs in. ocean development
upon the economic potential of the proposed ven-
ture, and industry will put its emphasis where the
economic return seems to be the highest, commensu-
rate with risk,

In assessing the specific areas to whiCh thiS lOgiC
leads, however, one must differentiate between the
role of the large company and that of the small com-
pany. One must also consider the short-term as
well as the Iong-term view. Industry's major short-
term effort is most likely to be where the dollars are
currently being spent, Its major long-term effort
will be dependent upon other factors.
Other than ocean shipping, off-shore oil and gas
seems to be the only industry that has structured a
truly viable effort in the oceans, and in the short-
term look, the oil industry is dominant. Even in
this industry, Texas lags behind Louisiana, Cali-
fornia, and Alaska in production. Sharp increases
in labor and material costs in the Gulf of Mexico
plus public attitude and legislation are causing some
companies to develop foreign leases first. These fac-
tors could endanger the ability of Texas marine re-
sources to compete in domestic and foreign markets,

Little is known about minerals in the offshore areas,
which have the potential for rapid development in
the next century. The dredging industry is appar-
ently one of declining interest in the Texas coastal
zone. The production of bromine from sea water is
also on the decline in Texas, The Dow Chemical
plant in Freeport is reported to be closing its bro-
mine operation in the near future due to the eco-
nomic infeasibility of operation.

Most rapid development along the Texas Gulf Coast
is expected to be in the areas of recreation, tourism
and land development, Texas lags far behind such
states as California and Florida in the realization of
these potentials. Texas has a very small share of
the giant but diverse marine recreation market,
which is reported to produce total U. S. gross reve-
nues in f964 of about $3.9 billion, more than twice
as much as the oil and gas industry.

Population trends as shown in Figure 1, suggest that
a long, thin city is developing along the Texas coast
with the resultant problems of metropolitan coastal
regions such as developed along the east coast, west
coast and the Great Lakes. Some of these problems
center on the concern for supporting resources such
as fresh water supply, public recreational regions,
hotel and resort facilities and appropriately planned
rnarinas. The sea as a resource for waste disposal
also becomes important along with this development.

The improvement of maritime shipping facilities is
a high priority item for the Texas coastal zone. The
recent authorization for the deepening of the Corpus
Christi channel to 45 feet is a significant move, and
other major ports may take siinilar action to provide
deeper traffic lanes even though there is little cur-
rent justification for super tankers of 90-foot draft
to have ports of call in the Gulf of Mexico. The
declining tonnage figures at many Texas ports  Fig-
ure 2! seem to indicaLe that great changes are being
made in all phases of transportation. Technological
forecasting is vital to good planning studies, espe-
cially in terms of harbor rlevelopment and port de-
sign and the -oles they play in the total transpor-
tation system.

The Texas shrimping industry  Figure 3! is the
largest commercial fishery in the TJnited States,
even though it constitutes a minor part of the ma-
rine economy. Fishing technology must be im-
proved if fishing is to compete for a place as a major



coastal zone industry for the simple reason that no
hunter and garne industry can expect to survive in
the corning decades, AVith greater technological
advances producing economically feasible methods
of raising seafood, the fisheries industry can. become
a greater part. of the marine resources spectrum.

There are many industries which support marine
resource development which should not be over-
looked. These include many Texas-based industries
which have their marine resources impacts in other
geographical areas, Geophysical surveying, instru-
nrentation. ship building and repairs, pipeline lay-
ing, insurance, fabrication of offshore structures
and offshore drilling are examples of major con-
tributors to the marine resources industries in Texas.

Texas marine industry is quite versatile in its make-
up and in its patterns of service. As contrasted with
the large oil companies with a capability for carry-
ing out a great deal of their owrr research and de-
velopment, there are many small companies which
could receive assistance for technological develop-
ment. However, there is a strong industrial base
on which the future in marine resources can be built.
There is a sufficiently large marine resources in-
vestrncnt in Texas that one should look first at the
market which already exists � in transportation,
commerce. recreation, oil and gas, ocean engineer-
ing, ship building, fabrication and fishing.

WHAT ARE THE CURRENT NEEDS OF INDUSTRY THAT
CAN BE SERVED BY THE SEA GRANT PROGRAMMA?

The ~eeds seen by industry to assist them in. meet-
ing the challenges of marine resource development
depend in part upon whether the industry is large
or small. Even the large oil industry with its dy-
narnic attention to technological problems offshore
sees need for help.

Texas offshore Federal lease history from 1954-1968
is presented in Table 1, Notable changes reflected
in the table are that acreage leased in 1968 more
than doubled the cumulative total for the previous
years and lease value appreciated at an even greater
rate.

It is estimated that between now and 1985, the
major new reserves of petroleum will include 25
billion barrels in the continental shelf offshore,
There is currently no production in depths greater
than 340 feet of water, yet discoveries exist in
depths up to 1200 feet off California, In water
depths greater than 600 I'eet or in certain isolated
instances, it is possible that production operations
vvill need to be carried on below the surface of the
sea. Although some 100 underwater completions
have been made to date. emphasis is needed on reli-
able maintenance techniques operable beyond prac-
tical limits of divers.

FIGURE 1 Actual and Projected Growth Trends
for the Study Area

FIGURE 2 Comparative Trends in Waterborne
Commerce at major Ports in Texas



Offshore oil fields must be larger than on-shore oil
fields to be economically productive with present
technology. About one-half of oil reserves occur in
areas composing about five percent of the oil fields.
These are the ones that are now commercially eco-
nomically productive offshore. Since only the very
largest fields can now be economically produced,
there is a challenge in developing technology to
improve efficiency and reduce cost so that the other
95% of known fields can be developed offshore on
other than a marginal basis.
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The overall scienlific and economic needs of the oil
and gas industxT include a greater knowledge of the
ocean environment, better instrumentation systems,
hardware for sub-surface development, synoptic
measurements, 1>ositioning at sea and the design and
construction of offshore structures, Research and
development must conlinue to provide design infor-
rnation for structures in deeper vvater.

The fabrication of offshore structures has not yet
been brought to a systems-like concept. with each
structure utilizing modular components to fit the
particular problem. There is a future in major off-
shore structural systems, both surface and under-
water systems, manned or un-manned. Safety fac-
tors will probably demand that drillmg continue
from the surface of the vvater in most instances, at
least for the near future. Offshore structures and
production systems some day may be handled as
component entities much like the space program
systems.

The need for improved environmental data and en-
vironmental forecasting is an ever-present problem,
not only for offshore oil and gas operations, but for
virtually every aspect of marine resource and coastal
development. Synoptic data gathering and the con-
tinuing analysis of available environmental data are
often cited as critical needs. The use of environ-
mental dain in the planning and development of
marinas. harbors and ship channels was suggested
as being required to obtain more effective use of
coastal areas, Information on currents, both lateral
and perpendicular to the shore, and sediment move-
ment, which is necessary for successful design. is not
available for many locations, Another need that
was identified i» the lack of good design param-
eters for bulkheads for beach and coastal land
development.

Planning is another area which needs upgrading
and attention. Industry has a need to know plan-
ning efforts across a broad front in order to assess
their own developments, Technological forecasting

Florida,
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SOLtr5CZ: Marine ReSOtdrt eS A< i tsi tieS i rt Ted aS, Industt'ill
ECOnOmiCS ReSeart h Division. Texas AM1 fJnt-
versity, August 1969.

FIGURE 3 Value of Catch by Gulf

Although industry is self sufficient ia developing
techaology for most areas of marine resources, it rec-
ognizes the possibility for assistance in developing cer.
tain aspects of technology related to marine resources,
such as structures and techniques for oil production
operations in water depths greater than 600 feet; a
systems approach to the design and fabrication of off-
shore structures; better instrumentation systems; engi-
neering design tor bulkheads; marina development
parameters; and facilities for testing marine hardware.
The interests of industry cover the broadest spectrum
of marine related activities, including such things as
fabrication of harclware for mariae development in
other places. There is a general consensus that tools
and hardware to work in the marine environment have
high priority but there is not unanimity on how deeply
the universities or the Sea Grant Program should get
into this devefopmenf.



is a particular long-range planning activity that
would fill a current need. In this respect, impor-
tance was directed toward such decisions as those to
build bridges with limited clearance heights across
water channels, to dredge channels to a new depth,
width, or location, or to forecast a particular nevv
technological device or instrument that could change
technological systems,

Planning needs also include the need for collection
and analysis of environmental Rata in order that the
interaction of new parameters can be correctly un-
derstood, It also includes the planning of improved
design in areas where coastal development is needed.
The maintenance and efficiency of boat handling,
for instance, might. be improved by better design of
marinas to take into account all kinds of environ-
mental factors as well as human factors.

Overal!, there is an expressed need to foresee the
total socio-economic development for the State of
Texas, including such elements as demands for
transportation and port outlets, recreation facilities,
food and mineral resources so that good planning
studies can be undertaken and the relative impor-
tance of marine resources can be compared to each
other and to all other elements of the state' s
economy.

'I'hroughout the total discussion of the specific needs
related to the development of marine resources, two
threads appeared again and again. One related to
communication and exchange of information; the
other related to manpower.

The need for improved cornrnunication seems to
cover all aspects of the marine resources develop-
ment question; better communication from univer-
sity to industry as well as better communication
from industry to university. Many participants in
the discussions commented that a principal benefit
from the meeting was an opportunity to learn about
programs of the state government, the federal gov-
ernment and the universities. It is equally clear,
however, that much is taking place within industry

that ought to be known by the university and gov-
ernment people. Another facet of the communica-
tion question was a recognition that action on the
part of the state government. involved an under-
standing of the problems of marine resources by the
people who lived in Texas away from the coast.

There is a general need to inform the citizens
of every region of the State about the marine resource
opportunities for Texas. Texas has a large popula-
tion oriented away from the coast, which does not
ordinarily think of coastal problems as having high
importance. A program to bring an awareness of
this subject to all the state is badly needed.

In the area of facilities, one need received consider-
able discussion. This is the stated need for a model
test facility to accomrnotfate the offshore industry
of the Ciulf of Mexico region. Another aspect of
this same problem was expressed as a need for an
instrument test. range.

Statements relative to manpower needs also covered
a wide range � from special training for sea-going
laborers, to graduate oceanographers and ocean
engineers,

Industry would like to see more graduates from uni-
versities with a knowledge about the marine environ-
ment. The supply of professional oceanographers
is not an issue. What. is needed are courses which
give all types of graduates an appreciation for the
value of marine resources and the problems which
industry will face in developing the field.

There is an expressed need, however. for a graduate
known as an ocean engineer. Without arguing the
merits of curricula requirements for such a program,
industry seems to feel the same need for the ocean
engineer as it has felt for the space engineer or the
petroleum engineer. If such a graduate were avail-
able, there seems to be little doubt that he would
fill a need.

There is a great need for more and better com-
munications about marine resources. This need seems

to cover every portion of the spectrum � existing re-

source developments; activities of industry; research
and educational progratus; federal programs in prog-
ress or planned; environmental data available; man-

power needs; state agency involvement and responsi-
bilities; probletns faced by resource developers; public
understanding � to name some of the specific areas
that were identified. Although consensus exists on the
need for more and better communication, consensus
vanishes on the question of how to achieve better corn-
munication. Agreement does exist, however, on the
Sea Grant program playing a key role in stimulating
the development of communication and techniques for
improving the situation.

Training and educational programs are not suf-
ficient for the marine resources job ahead of us. The
concern expressed was not for oceanograpbers and
other graduate specialists, as much as for educational
programs to provide familiarity with the ocean en-
vironrnent and with ocean problems. Nevertheless,
the concern did cover a wide spectrum of needs, in-
cluding general courses for the average bachelors grad-
uate in any field; programs in ocean engineering;
business forecasters and technological planners; and
special training for laborers who go to work at sea.
The consensus was that education and training are a
primary role of universities and the Sea Grant Pro-
gram, but that the need to be met would require other
than traditional approaches,



HOW CAN ADVICE AND SUPPORT TO THE SEA GRANT
PROGRAAA FROfv  INDUSTRY BE BEST ACHIEVED?

The group was interested in learning that Sea Grant
funds znight be available to mdustry and that
matching arrangements could be made with univer-
sity sea grant programs. Sozne concern was ex-
pressed that universities go too far in prograzns of
a "proprietary" type. Nevertheless, there were a
nuznber of possible cooperative activities discussed,
For example. most of the industry representatives
spoke with enthusiaszn about potential industrial
cooperation in a model testing facility.

In some instances, there appears to be data avail-
able to universities from industrial sources, and
there was a feeling expressed that the Sea Grant
Program could znake use of znuch environznental
data now available from industry. In this and other
discussions, it was suggested that various engineer-
ing and professional organizations with chapters in
Texas provide a good source of industry information
for the Sea Grant Prograzn. It was specifically sug-
gested that the Sea Grant Office make contact with
the Offshore Technology Conference.

An Industrial Advisory Committee to the Sea Grant
Program was also suggested as a working mecha-
niszn to obtain input frozn industry. Some felt, how-
ever, that an inforznal advising systezn would work
much better.

With this area of discussion, it was apparent that
industry is only partly aware of the potential of the
Sea Grant Program. It is clear that industry' is
willing to assist wh rever possible, It is also clear
that advising znechanisms vvill need to be worked
out for each area of need.

Industry is anxious to advise and is interested in
cooperative ventures where specific details can be
worked out, Mechanisms to promote and advance
industry-university cooperation are needed. The Sea
Grant Program can play a key role in this area. An
Advisory Board or other continuing mechaniszn for
relationships between the Sea Grant Program and
industry was suggested. Possible cooperative projects
include an industry supported test facility, synoptic
environmental data gatherings, anal ysis of environ-
mental data, and inforznation exchange programs.
There was consensus that cooperation could not be
advanced in abstract terms, but needed zo focus an
specific devices.

WHAT ACTIONS BY THE STATE OF TEXAS WOULD BE
IIAOST HELPFUL TO INDUSTRY FOR THE DEVELOPN ENT
OF !MARINE RESOURCES?

A general view expressed was to the effect that the
State had not deterred development of marine in-
dustry. There was a coznpanion view expressed,
however, that in some areas the State needed to be
more dynamic in its approach and action.

Much could be done by the state through such pro-
grams as developmezz  of coastal parks, beach im-
provements and patrol, revision of fishing regula-
tions, improved navigation facilities for small craft,
and legislation to encourage sensible invcstznent in
coastaI real estate. A specific source of funds should
be identified by the State for development of recre-
ation and tourism, Curzently the State spends only
$300,0 ! ! a year for touriszn proznotion.
The State should institute means by which tidal
lands and estuaries can be leased for commercial
mariculture. With greater technological advances
and economically feasible znethods of "raising" sea-
food, the fisheries industry can become a more izn-
poz'tant industry to the State.

I.ong-range planning by governznental agencies is
imperative for good coastal zone use. 'I'he State
needs to encourage multiple uses of the coastal zone
resources. It should continue to stress pollution
control by developing stringent controls, appIying
thezn equally�and enforcing them, Improved fed-
eral-state partnerships, a mechanism for advice to
the Goverzior's Office from industry, and an early
look at thizigs needed to be done by the IwgisIature
before the four-year moratorium runs out, are also
needed. The State should move to znore fully de-
velop recreation and tourism and to provide plan-
ning for creating resources for the coastal zone, such
as fresh water supplies. Specific suggestions for
State action include: a cooperatively-run freezer
network along the Texas coast, for handling sport
fish; revised Legislation on sport fishing laws; aqua-
cuIture Ieasing authorizations; control of beaches;
recreation boating regulations; hurricane proofing
of key coastal areas; and architectural designs for
coastal real estate development.
Among items mentioned for immediate state atten-
tion were: development of codes and standards and
policing of public beaches and facilities. The pri-
mary thrust of the discussion seezned to be that the
State had to take the lead before local governznents
and private developers vvould fall in line.
There was aIso a recognition that the State of Texas
would have to take the lead in planning for and
providing many of the services needed to develop
the coastal marine resources, i.e. fresh water, access
to beaches. beach patrols and pollution regulation.
At the same time, all expressed the view that State
regulation. should be kept to a minimum.

The State should exercise leadership for marine
resource development in several ways � Iong range
planning; coastal zoning; pollution control; beach pa-
trols and control of quaIIzy of beaches; aquaculture
leasing authorizations; architectural guidelines for
coastal development; and the development of state
recreational areas. There was consensus that the
State's recent steps relative to a coastal zone study
and declaring a znoratorium on leasing were in the
right direction, but that the State should take a more
active role in establishing the principle that coastal
zone equality should be maintained and improved.




